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Abstract15

Antarctic mass balance and contribution to sea level rise are dominated by the flow of ice16

through narrow conduits called ice streams. These regions of relatively fast flow drain over17

90% of the ice sheet and generate significant amounts of frictional heat at the ice stream mar-18

gins where there is a transition to slow flow in the ridge. This heat can generate temperate19

ice and a sharp transition in flow speed between the stream and the ridge. Within zones of20

temperate ice, meltwater is produced and drains to the bed. Here we model the downstream21

development of a temperate zone along an ice stream shear margin and the flow of meltwa-22

ter through temperate ice into a subglacial hydrologic system. The hydrology sets the basal23

effective pressure, defined as the difference between ice overburden and water pressure. Us-24

ing the Southern shear margin of Bindschadler Ice Stream as a case study, our model results25

indicate an abrupt transition from a distributed to channelized hydrologic system within a26

few ice thicknesses of the point where the temperate zone initiates. This transition leads to a27

strengthening of the till due to reduced pore pressure because the water pressure in the chan-28

nel is lower than in the distributed system, a potential mechanism by which hydrology can29

prevent lateral migration of shear margins.30

1 Introduction31

Ice streams drain 90% of the ice from the Antarctic Ice Sheet [Bamber et al., 2000].32

These narrow conduits of fast flow are often funneled through mountain valleys or along33

basal troughs and in this way are topographically controlled [Truffer and Echelmeyer, 2003].34

In other places, however, topography does not dictate the lateral edges of ice streams. In the35

Siple Coast, for example, ice adjacent to ice streams, known as the ridge, flows slowly and36

is frozen to the bed [Kamb, 2001]. The large change in velocity between the ridge and the37

ice stream is accommodated in shear margins [Raymond, 1996]. Force balance requires the38

shear margins to sustain a high lateral shear stress in order to accommodate a large fraction39

of the gravitational driving stress because the weak basal sediments offer little resistive shear40

stress [Whillans and Van Der Veen, 1993, 1997; Raymond et al., 2001]. Shearing in the mar-41

gins can lead to a local decrease in the internal resistance to flow through two dominant pro-42

cesses: fabric development and shear heating. As ice is advected along the margin, ice crys-43

tals may align along flow and develop a fabric of preferential slip planes, which can lower44

the lateral shear stress supported by the margin [Jacka and Budd, 1989; Jackson and Kamb,45

1997; Minchew et al., 2018]. Simultaneously, heat induced by shearing can warm the ice,46
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which softens the ice due to the viscosity dependence on temperature and meltwater. The net47

effect of these two processes can localize the shear margin to a region that is approximately48

an order of magnitude narrower than the ice stream width, where the ice in the margin has49

a much lower viscosity than the ice in the surrounding ridge and stream [Echelmeyer et al.,50

1994; Jacobson and Raymond, 1998; Schoof , 2012]. Here we focus on the effects of ice soft-51

ening in margins due to shear heating as fabric develops within the first few kilometers of a52

shear margin [Jacka and Budd, 1989; Cuffey and Paterson, 2010; Minchew et al., 2018].53

To study the thermomechanics of shear margins, Perol and Rice [2011, 2015] derive a54

one-dimensional temperature model including shear heating. When applied to shear margins55

in the Siple Coast, based on satellite-based deformation data summarized by Joughin et al.56

[2002], Perol and Rice find that it is common for shear margins to contain temperate ice, a57

binary mixture of ice and liquid water at the melting point, but the temperate zones are not58

necessarily continuous along the margins. This is consistent with the fact that ice streams59

rely in part on the inflow of ice from the surrounding cold ridges, suppressing the forma-60

tion of temperate ice [Suckale et al., 2014; Haseloff et al., 2015]. Thus, the existence and61

thickness of a temperate zone must vary along the margin (Figure 1). For Bindschadler Ice62

Stream, Perol and Rice [2015] predict substantial temperate zones along the upstream margin63

(points TD1 and TD2, see Figure 2), whereas farther downstream, at points TD3 and D, they64

predict little to no temperate ice. The strain rate increases downstream of point D [Scambos65

et al., 1994; Elsworth and Suckale, 2016] and, in section 3, we show that a substantial tem-66

perate zone develops.67

Temperate ice supplies water to the bed, which affects the strength of basal sediments.68

In the Siple Coast, the underlying till is composed of water-saturated marine clay that de-69

forms as a Coulomb-plastic material, where the yield stress depends linearly on the effective70

pressure, defined as the difference between the ice overburden and pore pressure [Iverson71

et al., 1998; Tulaczyk et al., 2000a; Kamb, 2001]. Below the centimeter-scale deforming re-72

gion, the till is nearly impermeable and so the pore pressure is controlled by the drainage sys-73

tem at the ice-till interface [Iverson and Iverson, 2001]. Two conceptual modes of subglacial74

drainage at this interface are distributed and channelized. The effective pressure tends to be75

low (high pore pressure) in distributed drainage systems, potentially allowing the till to yield.76

On the other hand, the effective pressure is often higher in channels and, therefore, channel-77

ized drainage can strengthen the till, potentially making it less likely to yield. The increase78

in basal strength required in the transition from stream to ridge across a shear margin [Kamb,79
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2001; Kyrke-Smith et al., 2013, 2015] is potentially due to channelization, as suggested by80

models [Perol et al., 2015; Elsworth and Suckale, 2016; Platt et al., 2016]. Observations also81

support channelized drainage along shear margins. Vogel et al. [2005] drilled into a cavity of82

flowing water (1.6 m vertical extent) in the shear margin of the stagnant Kamb Ice Stream,83

which is much larger than the millimeter-scale water films inferred by Engelhardt and Kamb84

[1997] and Kamb [2001]. Additionally, satellite observations show subglacially sourced85

meltwater channels on ice shelves are often collocated with shear margins [Alley et al., 2016;86

Marsh et al., 2016].87

In this paper, we study the spatial evolution of temperate ice and subglacial hydrology88

along an ice stream shear margin. We examine the interaction between the water generated89

in the temperate zone and its influence on a subglacial hydrologic system. We start by de-90

scribing a two-dimensional, steady state version of the Schoof and Hewitt [2016] model for91

englacial temperature as well as meltwater production and transport, that is able to represent92

the development of temperate ice zones through shear heating. We focus on how porosity93

and effective pressure evolve downstream in the temperate zone, treating the shear heating94

and advection velocities as data inputs to the model. Our model introduces the water that95

drains from the englacial system into the subglacial system and describes how the cumula-96

tive addition of water affects the state of the hydrologic system. We then apply these mod-97

els to the southern shear margin of Bindschadler Ice Stream. Using velocity data collected98

from 2014-2015 [Gardner et al., 2018], we show that the shear heating increases with down-99

stream distance. We use this shear heating profile to determine the evolution of temperature,100

porosity, and englacial effective pressure as well as the basal effective pressure and style of101

drainage along the Bindschadler shear margin. We find a subglacial hydrologic system where102

distributed drainage transitions to channelized drainage downstream.103

2 Theory107

2.1 Temperate ice model108

We model ice temperature within and along a two-dimensional downstream slice in the109

(x, z)-plane of an ice stream shear margin (Figure 1). The coordinate system is such that x is110

downstream, y is across the shear margin, and z is up, with z = 0 at the ice-bed interface and111

z = H at the ice surface. Conservation of energy dictates that the evolution of temperature T112
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Figure 1. Schematic of an idealized ice stream shear margin, development of a temperate zone, and

the subglacial hydrology along an ice stream shear margin. The hydrology includes thin film and channel

drainage systems [after Creyts and Schoof , 2009; Hewitt, 2011, 2013].

104

105

106
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in the shear margin is given as113

ρI cp

(
∂T
∂t
+ uI · ∇T

)
= K∇2T + σi j ε̇ i j − ρwL M, (1)114

where ρI is the ice density, ρw is the water density, cp is the specific heat capacity, K is the115

thermal conductivity, and L is the specific latent heat. We treat these material properties as116

constants that are independent of time, space, and temperature (see Table 1). The ice veloc-117

ity is uI , the meltrate is M , and the rate of heat production due to ice deformation is σi j ε̇ i j ,118

where we employ the tensor summation convention. We use Glen’s law for the rheology of119

ice, which is120

ε̇ i j = Aτn−1
E τi j, (2)121

where τi j = σi j + pδi j is the deviatoric stress tensor, p is the pressure, δi j is the Kronecker122

delta, σi j is the Cauchy stress tensor, and ε̇ i j is the strain rate tensor given by123

ε̇ i j =
1
2

(
∂uI i

∂x j
+
∂uI j

∂xi

)
, (3)124

The effective stress τE and strain rate ε̇E are related as ε̇E = AτnE , where the ‘E’ subscript125

denotes the second variant of the respective tensor, i.e. ε̇E =
√
ε̇ i j ε̇ i j/2. The parameters126

are A, which is the ice softness, and n is the rheological exponent [Glen, 1956; Goldsby and127

Kohlstedt, 2001; Cuffey and Paterson, 2010]. Thus, we compute the rate of heat generated by128

deforming ice σi j ε̇ i j using Glen’s law, Equation (2), as129

σi j ε̇ i j = 2A−1/n ε̇ (n+1)/n
E . (4)130

which is an important source of heat in shear margins where the dominant mode of deforma-131

tion is lateral shear, i.e. ε̇E ≈ ε̇ xy [Joughin et al., 2002; Schoof , 2004; Minchew et al., 2017].132

Writing Equation (4) in this way allows us to determine the shear heating based on observed133

strain rates.134

When the ice temperature is lower than the melting point, the meltrate M in Equation136

(1) is zero. The shear heating can warm the ice up to its melting temperature Tm to form tem-137

perate ice. Within the zone of temperate ice, the meltrate balances the heat generated by138

shearing, i.e. σi j ε̇ i j = ρwL M . Meltwater runs along ice grain boundaries and collects at139

triple junctions where the ice grains intersect [Nye and Frank, 1973; Mader, 1992; Lliboutry,140

1996]. Thus, the liquid water percolates through the ice grains as a porous media [Hutter,141

1982; Greve, 1997; Jordan and Stark, 2001]. To model the evolution of the temperate region,142

we track the porosity φ, defined as the fractional volume of water in a given control volume.143
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Table 1. Table of parameters for the temperate ice, subglacial hydrology, and models.135

temperate ice subglacial hydrology domain

ρI 917 kg m−3 f 0.04 m4/3 kg−1/2 L 6×104 m

cp 2050 m2 s−2 K−1 ub 10 m yr−1 H 1000 m

L 3.34 × 105 m2 s−2 r 0.002 Tm 273 K

K 2.1 kg m s−3 K−1 m 3 Ts 247 K

g 9.806 m s−2 G 0.06 kg s−3 a 0.1 m yr−1

A 2.4 × 10−24 Pa−3 s−1 sin(γ) 10−3 Nend 105 Pa

n 3 w 104 m Qin 10−7 m3 s−1

κ0 10−12 m2 kd 3.33 × 10−13

ν 7/3 α 4/3

ρw 1000 kg m−3 β 3/2

ηw 10−3 Pa s ηI 1013 Pa s

Conservation of mass then dictates that144

∂φ

∂t
+ uI · ∇φ + ∇ · q = M, (5)145

where q is the flux of water through the temperate ice and we ignore the minute amount of146

heat generated by the englacially flowing water [Nye, 1976; Schoof and Hewitt, 2016]. We147

model this flux using Darcy’s law, given by148

q = − κ0φ
ν

ηw
(∇pw + ρwg ẑ) (6)149

where ẑ is the unit vector in the vertical direction, the viscosity of the water is ηw , and pw150

is the water pressure. The permeability of the temperate ice is written as κ0φ
ν , a simplified151

version of the Carmen-Kozeny relationship, where κ0 is the prefactor and ν is the porosity152

exponent.153

We make two additional assumptions. First, we assume that the ice pressure is hydro-154

static so pI = ρIg(H − z) for a constant ice thickness H , where the bed elevation is z = 0.155

We then define the effective pressure as the difference between the hydrostatic ice pressure156

and the meltwater pore pressure as157

N = ρIg(H − z) − pw . (7)158
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Our second assumption is that the effective pressure N drives pore closure, thereby driving159

fluid flux, i.e.160

φN
ηI
= ∇ · q, (8)161

with constant ice viscosity ηI [Fowler, 1984; McKenzie, 1984; Schoof and Hewitt, 2016].162

The assumption of a constant ice viscosity is justified to the extent that the creep on the scale163

of grains is dominated by diffusional creep, the situation at low stress [Frost and Ashby,164

1982]. Equations (7) and (8) allow us to determine the porosity and effective pressure within165

the temperate zone.166

We construct a unified approach with a single evolution equation for the temperature167

and porosity in both the cold and temperate regions by writing the conservation of energy in168

terms of the specific enthalpy defined as169

H = ρI cp (T − Tm) + ρwL φ, (9)170

which is the sum of sensible and latent heat contributions [Aschwanden et al., 2012], where171

the water fully saturates the temperate ice [Meyer and Hewitt, 2017]. Neglecting the pressure172

dependence of the melting temperature Tm, we add Equations (1) and (5) using (8) and (9)173

to find an evolution equation for the enthalpy. We also combine Equations (6), (7), and (8) to174

write an equation for the effective pressure. These combined equations are given as175

∂H

∂t
+ uI · ∇H + ρwL

φN
ηI

= K∇2T + σi j ε̇ i j, (10)176

∇ ·
{
κ0φ

ν

ηw

[
∇N + (ρw − ρI )g ẑ

]}
=

φN
ηI

. (11)177

The values of the temperature T and porosity φ can be determined a posteriori from the en-178

thalpy H using the inequalities179

T = Tm +min
{

H

ρI cp
, 0

}
, (12a)180

φ = max
{

H

ρwL
, 0

}
. (12b)181

The enthalpy approach has the advantage that the field is continuous across phase182

boundaries. At the temperate ice interface, the conditions on the interface are183

[
ρwL φ

(
uI − ξ̇

)]− · n̂ = [−K∇T]+ · n̂, (13a)184

q · n̂ = 0, (13b)185

T− = Tm, (13c)186
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where + indicates the cold ice region, − is within the temperate zone, ξ̇ is the velocity of187

the interface, and n̂ is the unit normal vector pointing out of the temperate zone [Schoof and188

Hewitt, 2016]. Equation (13a) is the Stefan condition at the cold-temperate interface and189

Equation (13b) enforces zero meltwater flux into the cold region. Additional discussion of190

the boundary conditions can be found in Schoof and Hewitt [2016].191

On the exterior boundaries of the domain shown in Figure 1, we apply the conditions192

T = Ts on z = H, (14a)193

T = Tm or N = Nb on z = 0 (14b)194

−K∇T · x̂ = 0 on x = 0, L, (14c)195

where Ts is the surface temperature, Nb is the basal effective pressure set by the subglacial196

hydrologic system (section 2.2), and x̂ is the unit vector in the downstream direction.197

We discretize these equations in space and time using a forward Euler, finite volume198

scheme implemented in MATLAB. The finite volume method is a conservative numerical199

method and, therefore, the conditions (13a) and (13b) are automatically enforced. Thus, the200

cold-temperate interface can be determined from the inequalities (12a) and (12b). We em-201

ploy a relaxation method and thereby timestep the simulations to a steady state. Our mesh202

spacing is dx = L/248, dy = H/128 and we consider the simulation to be at steady state203

when the iteration difference error, defined as the sum of the squares of the differences di-204

vided by the average, is less than 10−8. The code is included in the supplemental material.205

2.2 Subglacial hydrology model206

Along the shear margin, the ice-till interface receives water by in situ melting, up-207

stream sources, and drainage from the overlying temperate ice. We model the hydrology at208

this interface using a one-dimensional downstream model that is invariant across the shear209

margin. Following Hewitt [2011], we describe the evolution of a thin film (distributed sys-210

tem) and a Röthlisberger channel [R-channel, Röthlisberger, 1972] with a semi-circular cross-211

section, see schematic in Figure 1 [Creyts and Schoof , 2009; Kingslake and Ng, 2013; Kingslake,212

2015]. Both the R-channel and thin-film hydrologic systems evolve according to a balance213

between opening due to melting of ice or sliding and viscous creep closure. In this formu-214

lation, a channel only forms when there is too much water to be accommodated by the thin215

film, in which case, both systems operate simultaneously.216
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The thickness of the thin film h evolves according to217

∂h
∂t
=

G
ρIL

+ rub − hNb

ηI
, (15)218

where G is the geothermal heat flux, r is a dimensionless bed roughness, ub is the basal slid-219

ing velocity. Thin film opening by sliding rub is the product of two constants in our model220

(Table 1) and the effective pressure at the bed Nb varies with downstream distance. In gen-221

eral, the creep closure of the subglacial conduits can be written using the Nye [1953] solution222

and may include contributions from shearing within the margin [Meyer et al., 2016, 2017].223

However, we do not include the nonlinear Nye [1953] creep closure or shear softening and224

use a linear dependence on Nb following Hewitt [2011] as it contains the same physics and225

is consistent with the creep closure in the temperate ice. We also assume that the conduit226

closure rates are unaffected by the finite thickness of the overlying ice [Evatt, 2015]. The227

evolution of the cross-sectional area S of the R-channel is given by228

∂S
∂t
=

QcΨ

ρIL
− SNb

ηI
, (16)229

where Qc is the flux of water through the channel and Ψ is the water pressure gradient de-230

fined as231

Ψ = ρIg sin(γ) +
∂Nb

∂x
, (17)232

and sin(γ) is the downstream slope of the ice surface and bed (Figure 1). Just as in the ther-233

momechanical model, we include the time dependence for completeness in equation (16), yet234

only consider steady state solutions.235

The total flux of water into the hydrologic system Q(x) is the integral of the water en-236

tering the subglacial system from the temperate ice, i.e.237

dQ
dx
= wq · ẑ or equivalently Q(x) = w

∫ x

0
q · ẑ dx ′, (18)238

where w is the width of the shear margin and we assume the same flux into the subglacial239

system from the temperate ice across the shear margin, i.e. q · ẑ is constant in the y-direction.240

We also ignore the small contributions from the ice melted within the subglacial system as241

well as melt generated by friction at the bed [Hewitt, 2011]. Mass conservation then parti-242

tions the available water into the distributed system and R-channel as243

Q = Qd +Qc, (19)244
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where we write the distributed flux Qd as a generalized Poiseuille flow and use Darcy-Weisbach245

[Chow, 1959] to empirically describe the turbulent channelized flux Qc , i.e.246

Qd =
kdh3

ηw
Ψ (20a)247

Qc = f Sα |Ψ|β−2
Ψ. (20b)248

The constant kd describes the effective permeability of the distributed system, f is the fric-249

tion factor that can be related to Manning roughness, thereby characterizing the roughness of250

the R-channel [Clarke, 1996], and the exponents α and β are empirical for turbulent flow.251

In our formulation, water only enters the channel system if there is too much water252

be accommodated by the thin film. We define this transition based on the approximate dis-253

tributed flux254

Q̃d =
kdh3

ηw
ρIg sin(γ), (21)

where we neglect the small downstream gradient in effective pressure, i.e. Ψ ≈ ρIg sin(γ)255

[Hewitt, 2011, 2013; Werder et al., 2013]. This allows us to establish two regimes. In the256

first regime, the difference between the incoming flux and the approximate distributed flux is257

less than zero, i.e. Q − Q̃d ≤ 0, and therefore, the hydrologic system is distributed only and258

no channel opens (S = 0). In the second regime, there is more water than the thin film system259

can accommodate, i.e. Q − Q̃d > 0 and so a channel opens (S > 0) with flux Qc = Q − Q̃d .260

Neglecting the downstream gradient in effective pressure is reasonable everywhere except261

where the channel opens, but greatly simplifies the computations. Simulations where we did262

not neglect the downstream gradient yield nearly identical results and, we reiterate that the263

approximate distributed flux is only used to compute the transition location and determine264

the flux into the channelized system.265

Combining all of these equations, we write the steady state system of equations as266

(total flux)
dQ
dx

= wq · ẑ, (22)267

(transition flux) Q̃d =
kdh3

ηw
ρIg sin(γ), (23)268

(flux switch) Q =




Q̃d + f Sα |Ψ|β−2
Ψ for Q > Q̃d

kdh3

ηw
Ψ for Q ≤ Q̃d

(24)269

(thin film) hNb =
ηIG
ρIL

+ ηIrub, (25)270

(channel) Sα−1 |Ψ|β =
ρIL

f ηI
Nb, (26)271

(pressure)
dNb

dx
= Ψ − ρIg sin(γ), (27)272
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which we solve as a coupled system of ordinary differential equations in MATLAB using the273

boundary conditions274

Q = Qin at x = 0, (28a)275

Nb = Nend at x = L, (28b)276

where Qin is the incoming flux from upstream and Nend is the effective pressure at the down-277

stream end of the domain. The subglacial system is then coupled to the model for the englacial278

temperate ice by providing the basal boundary condition for the englacial effective pressure279

N , as in Equation (14b). The supplemental material contains our coded implementation.280

3 Application to the southern Bindschadler shear margin286

As a case study, we apply our model to the downstream region of the southern shear287

margin of Bindschadler Ice Stream, which is relatively straight, well-defined, and the shear288

strain rate increases with downstream distance, see Figure 2(a). This margin is part of the289

former suture zone with the now-stagnant Siple Ice Stream, a former distributary of Kamb290

Ice Stream [Hulbe and Fahnestock, 2007; Catania et al., 2012; Hulbe et al., 2016] that stag-291

nated about 250 years before Kamb stagnated [Retzlaff and Bentley, 1993; Smith et al., 2002;292

Catania et al., 2003]. Topography does not appear to control the position of the Bindschadler/Siple293

shear margin and therefore it is a prototypical shear margin that is not topographically con-294

trolled.295

Our model improves upon the downstream resolution and description of physical pro-296

cesses of prior models [Scambos et al., 1994; Joughin et al., 2004; Elsworth and Suckale,297

2016]. We use the surface velocity fields derived from satellite imagery collected in 2014-298

2015 from Landsat 7 and 8, which are provided with 240-m spatial resolution [Gardner299

et al., 2018], to calculate the lateral shear strain rate along the margin. We model the de-300

velopment of temperate ice along flow using Equations (10)-(11) and couple it to the sub-301

glacial hydrologic model described in Equations (22)-(27). We compute the shear heating302

σi j ε̇ i j that occurs along the margin from Equation (4) and approximate the effective strain303

rate as ε̇E ≈ ε̇ xy because downstream shear is the dominant strain rate in the margin. We304

use the strain rates along ∼55 km of the downstream southern shear margin calculated from305

observed velocity fields [Gardner et al., 2018]. The strain rate along this margin increases306

quasi-linearly with distance, as shown in Figure 2(b), thus, we represent the data parametri-307
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Figure 2. Observed strain rates in MacAyeal and Bindschadler Ice Streams: (a) Map of lateral shear strain

rates calculated from observed surface velocities [Gardner et al., 2018] overlying the MODIS mosaic of

Antarctica [Scambos et al., 2007]. (b) Strain rate and (c) shear heating development along the southern

Bindschadler shear margin compared with the parametrized lines (where every fifth data point is plotted for

clarity).
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cally as308

ε̇ xy =
(
0.0741 yr−1

) x
L
+ 0.0202 yr−1 (29)309

which is shown with a black dashed line in Figure 2(b). We compute the shear heating by310

inserting Equation (29) into Equation (4). The ice softness A is strongly temperature T and311

porosity φ dependent and is a function of the ice crystal orientation [Duval, 1977; Paterson,312

1977; Cuffey and Paterson, 2010]. We, however, take A to be constant and equal to the value313

expected for temperate ice, which allows us to estimate the shear heating from the data. Eval-314

uating A at the melting temperature, moreover, represents the minimum expected shear heat-315

ing excluding the effects of fabric and porosity. Thus, our model results are robust to this316

simplification.317

For ice advection, we consider constant velocity as318

uI = (ub, 0,−a) (30)319

where ub is a representative downstream velocity for the shear margin and the vertical veloc-324

ity is given by the surface accumulation rate a. The downstream velocity varies only slightly325

with distance and for the vertical velocity we ignore the variation with depth as the accumu-326

lation rate is small [Table 1; Schoof and Hewitt, 2016]. A vertically uniform velocity also327

gives the minimum thickness for the temperate zone as a height-dependent velocity would328

only decrease the amount of cold ice advected into the temperate zone. We neglect lateral329

flow across the margin as inflow from Siple Dome is slow (≈1 m/yr) and not enough time has330

elapsed since the stagnation of Siple Ice Stream for ice to flow across and influence the Bind-331

schadler/Siple shear margin [Nereson, 2000]. In this way, we assume that the shear margin is332

in steady state with respect to downstream flow and unaffected by lateral inflow.333

With the shear heating and ice advection specified, we now solve the enthalpy and ef-334

fective pressure equations, i.e. Equations (10) and (11), subject to the boundary conditions335

(14a)–(14c), in the rectangular domain of Figure 1. The steady state simulations for the tem-336

perature, porosity, and effective pressure fields are shown in Figure 3. As expected, the tem-337

perature field, Figure 3(a), shows that the increase in shear heating with downstream distance338

leads to an increase in temperature within the ice column. Then, at approximately 20 km339

downstream along the southern shear margin, a zone of temperate ice emerges. The cold-340

temperate boundary is shown on the figure as a solid black line. Within the temperate ice the341

porosity and effective pressure develop downstream, as shown in Figures 3(b) and 3(c). The342

porosity is zero at the cold-temperate boundary and generally increases with depth and dis-343
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Figure 3. Evolution of a temperate zone with downstream distance along the southern margin of Bind-

schadler Ice Stream: (a) Temperature increases with downstream distance. (b) Porosity increases with down-

stream and vertically. (c) E�ective pressure varies with downstream distance and is largest at the interface

between the temperate ice and subglacial hydrologic system.
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schadler Ice Stream: (a) Temperature increases with downstream distance. (b) Porosity increases with down-
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Figure 4. Results of the coupled temperate ice and subglacial hydrology models: (top panel) flux out of

the temperate zone into the subglacial system. (middle panel) size of subglacial conduits as a function of

downstream distance. The water that drains from the temperate ice quickly overwhelms the distributed system

and channelization occurs. (bottom panel) subglacial e�ective pressure with downstream distance showing a

transition from distributed to channelized drainage.
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tance downstream. When ice flows into a temperate zone, as is true in this case, the porosity343

must o to zero at the cold-temperate boundary. However, this is not the case when the ice344

flows out from the temperate zone into a cold region, where a jump in porosity is possible345

as it is balanced by refreezing at the interface [Schoof and Hewitt, 2016]. The e�ective pres-346

sure is undefined in the cold region where there is no liquid water and is relatively large at347

the cold-temperate boundary. At the bottom of the domain, the subglacial e�ective pressure348

induces a very large e�ective pressure within the ice. This large englacial e�ective pressure349

leads to compaction of the ice by Equation (8) and a low-porosity layer develops near the350

bottom of the domain in Figure 3(b).351

The evolution of the temperature field and development of a temperate zone is cou-357

pled to the evolution of the subglacial hydrologic system. Figure 4 shows subglacial e�ec-358

tive pressure with downstream distance and the flux of water entering the subglacial system359

from the overlying temperate ice, for a single set of parameters (Table 1). We show how the360

variation of parameters a�ects the e�ective pressure distribution in the next section, Figures361

5 and 6, but the trends are equivalent. The results in Figure 4(b) show that there is a tran-362
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must o to zero at the cold-temperate boundary. However, this is not the case when the ice345

flows out from the temperate zone into a cold region, where a jump in porosity is possible346

as it is balanced by refreezing at the interface [Schoof and Hewitt, 2016]. The effective pres-347

sure is undefined in the cold region where there is no liquid water and is relatively large at348

the cold-temperate boundary. At the bottom of the domain, the subglacial effective pressure349

induces a very large effective pressure within the ice. This large englacial effective pressure350

leads to compaction of the ice by Equation (8) and a low-porosity layer develops near the351

bottom of the domain in Figure 3(b).352

The evolution of the temperature field and development of a temperate zone is cou-358

pled to the evolution of the subglacial hydrologic system. Figure 4 shows subglacial effec-359
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tive pressure with downstream distance and the flux of water entering the subglacial system360

from the overlying temperate ice, for a single set of parameters (Table 1). We show how the361

variation of parameters affects the effective pressure distribution in the next section, Figures362

5 and 6, but the trends are equivalent. The results in Figure 4(b) show that there is a tran-363

sition from distributed to channelized drainage with downstream distance. This transition364

indicates that the width-averaged subglacial hydrologic system changes from an entirely dis-365

tributed system to a thin film and channel system where the effective pressure in the margin366

is governed by the channel. In the region upstream of where the temperate zone initiates, i.e.367

x < 20 km, the hydrology is distributed (S = 0) and the thin-film size is given as a balance368

between geothermal heat as well as sliding and ice creep closure (Equation (15)). As soon369

as the temperate zone initiates, the water entering the distributed system from the temperate370

ice leads to a rapid increase in the thin-film thickness, at which point there is enough water371

to open an R-channel (Figure 4(b)). At the same time as the flux through the thin-film sys-372

tem increases, the effective pressure decreases (Figure 4(a)), which is the well-known feature373

of distributed systems that the flux and effective pressure are inversely proportional [Fowler,374

2011]. Once the channelized system initiates, the effective pressure increases to Nend, the375

applied downstream boundary condition. The radius of the channel grows with downstream376

distance, while the thin-film thickness decreases.377

4 Discussion378

Our results show the evolution of a temperate zone along an ice stream shear margin.379

In our model, this comes from a one-way thermomechanical coupling where the increase380

in lateral shear strain rate leads to an increase in shear heating and therefore the growth of a381

temperate zone. In general, however, there is a nonlinear two-way coupling between shear382

heating and viscosity within a shear margin whereby the warming of ice and development of383

temperate ice increases the lateral shear strain rate and the ice softness A while decreasing384

the width of the shear margin and the lateral shear stress [Schoof and Hewitt, 2013]. This385

results in a narrow shear margin composed of warm, soft ice. Although, we use the value of386

ice softness evaluated at the melting temperature in our computations, our results indicate387

significant downstream softening of ice in shear margins.388

The generation of meltwater within the temperate zone also softens the ice, and the wa-391

ter that drains from the temperate ice influences subglacial hydrology. We find that the extra392

water supplied by the temperate ice leads to a transition from a thin-film distributed system393
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Figure 5. Variation of the permeability of temperate ice 0 and its e�ect on (a) e�ective pressure and (b)

flux of water into the subglacial system.

388

389

ized drainage. This transition occurs in our model partly because of the low permeability of397

our thin-film distributed system. For the permeability prefactor kd in Equation (20a), we use398

kd = 3.33 ⇥ 10�13, a value that leads to a permeability that is similar in order of magnitude399

to the estimates for subglacial till and much smaller than typical thin film systems [Fountain400

and Walder, 1998; Tulaczyk et al., 2000a; Kamb, 2001]. The low permeability is comparable401

to the thin-film model of Perol et al. [2015]. Our modeling results suggest that the thin-film402

conduits under ice streams are likely centimeter-scale regions of porous deforming till [Iver-403

son and Iverson, 2001].404

To understand how the parameter choices a�ect our results, we vary five parameters:409

the englacial permeability prefactor 0 (Figure 5), the distributed drainage permeability kd ,410

the incoming flux from upstream Qin, the downstream e�ective pressure Nend, and the R-411

channel friction factor f (Figure 6). Starting with the variation of the temperate ice perme-412

ability, we can see that 0 a�ects the subglacial e�ective pressure (Figure 5(a)) and amount413

of water that leaves the temperate zone and enters the subglacial system (Figure 5(b)). The414

largest permeability leads to the largest flux of water into the subglacial system (red lines in415

Figure 5(a) and (b)). The lowest permeability has the lowest flux into the subglacial system416

and the transition from distributed to channelized drainage occurs at the most downstream417

point. While the e�ective pressure and flux do respond quantitatively to a variation in 0, the418

qualitative features remain unchanged. In other words, a four orders of magnitude change in419

the value of 0, leads to a change in the position of distributed-to-channelized transition of a420

few kilometers and the flux changes by less than a factor of two.421
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Figure 5. Variation of the permeability of temperate ice κ0 and its effect on (a) effective pressure and (b)

flux of water into the subglacial system.

389

390

to channelized drainage within a few ice thicknesses downstream from the onset of the tem-394

perate zone along the southern shear margin. This evolution of the subglacial hydrologic395

system corroborates Elsworth and Suckale [2016], who use a sequence of (y, z)-slices along396

the same Bindschadler margin and conceptualize a transition from distributed to channel-397

ized drainage. This transition occurs in our model partly because of the low permeability of398

our thin-film distributed system. For the permeability prefactor kd in Equation (20a), we use399

kd = 3.33 × 10−13, a value that leads to a permeability that is similar in order of magnitude400

to the estimates for subglacial till and much smaller than typical thin film systems [Fountain401

and Walder, 1998; Tulaczyk et al., 2000a; Kamb, 2001]. The low permeability is comparable402

to the thin-film model of Perol et al. [2015]. Our modeling results suggest that the thin-film403

conduits under ice streams are likely centimeter-scale regions of porous deforming till [Iver-404

son and Iverson, 2001].405

To understand how the parameter choices affect our results, we vary five parameters:410

the englacial permeability prefactor κ0 (Figure 5), the distributed drainage permeability kd ,411

the incoming flux from upstream Qin, the downstream effective pressure Nend, and the R-412

channel friction factor f (Figure 6). Starting with the variation of the temperate ice perme-413

ability, we can see that κ0 affects the subglacial effective pressure (Figure 5(a)) and amount414

of water that leaves the temperate zone and enters the subglacial system (Figure 5(b)). The415

largest permeability leads to the largest flux of water into the subglacial system (red lines in416

Figure 5(a) and (b)). The lowest permeability has the lowest flux into the subglacial system417
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Figure 6. Variation of the (a) permeability of the distributed drainage system kd ; (b) incoming flux of water

from upstream Qin (black line is channelized throughout); (c) downstream e�ective pressure boundary con-

dition Nend; and (d) friction resistance within the R-channel f . The flux of water into the subglacial system

from the temperate ice is the same in all cases.
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Figure 6. Variation of the (a) permeability of the distributed drainage system kd ; (b) incoming flux of water

from upstream Qin (black line is channelized throughout); (c) downstream effective pressure boundary con-

dition Nend; and (d) friction resistance within the R-channel f . The flux of water into the subglacial system

from the temperate ice is the same in all cases.
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and the transition from distributed to channelized drainage occurs at the most downstream418

point. While the effective pressure and flux do respond quantitatively to a variation in κ0, the419

qualitative features remain unchanged. In other words, a four orders of magnitude change in420

the value of κ0, leads to a change in the position of distributed-to-channelized transition of a421

few kilometers and the flux changes by less than a factor of two.422

Changing the permeability of the distributed system kd (without changing the flux of423

water into the subglacial system), as shown in Figure 6(a), also affects the subglacial effec-424

tive pressure. In the region upstream of the temperate zone, the distributed subglacial hydrol-425

ogy model reduces to426

h =

(
ηwQin

kd ρIg sin(γ)

)1/3
, (31)

Nb =

(
ηIG
ρiL

+ ηIrub

) (
kd ρIg sin(γ)

ηwQin

)1/3
. (32)

Thus, as the permeability kd increases, the thin film thickness decreases, leading to an in-427

crease in the basal effective pressure, which is shown in Figure 6(a). Following the same428

logic, increasing the flux of water from upstream decreases the effective pressure in the dis-429

tributed system until, for a large enough incoming flux, a channelized drainage system exists430

along the entire shear margin (black line in Figure 6(b)). The incoming water from the tem-431

perate zone prevents the hydrologic system from staying distributed throughout the domain.432

Varying the downstream effective pressure Nend, however, does not affect the distributed ef-433

fective pressure nor does it change the location of the transition between the drainage sys-434

tems. If the end of the domain is near the grounding line (black line in Figure 6(c)), there is435

a small increase in the effective pressure after the distributed-to-channelized transition and436

then a decrease to low effective pressure over about ten kilometers. As we decrease the fric-437

tional resistance in the channel, the effective pressure drops and then increases sharply to438

satisfy the Nend boundary condition.439

Considering a force balance on the ice stream, the development of temperate ice by440

shear heating weakens the lateral shear stress exerted by the margins. Thus, in the absence441

of lateral control on margin position, the bed in the margin must strengthen or cold ice must442

advect in from the ridge in order to counteract the driving stress [Jacobson and Raymond,443

1998; Suckale et al., 2014; Haseloff et al., 2015]. The inflow of cold ice from the ridge, or444

equivalently margin migration in the frame of the margin, can extinguish the temperate ice445

and increase the lateral shear stress [Perol and Rice, 2015]. For a steady margin position, the446

bed must strengthen, which is consistent with our results showing a transition in subglacial447
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hydrology from distributed to channelized drainage leading to an increase in basal effective448

pressure. Assuming that in the vicinity of the ice stream the dominant mechanism of glacier449

motion is due to plastic yielding of water saturated till, we equate the basal shear stress with450

the local till yield stress [Iverson et al., 1998; Tulaczyk et al., 2000b; Minchew et al., 2016].451

From a Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion, we can relate the basal shear stress (now equivalent to452

the till yield stress) to the effective pressure in the till as453

τb = tan(ϕ)N, (33)454

where we assume that tan(ϕ) = 0.4 and cohesion is negligible [Rathbun et al., 2008]. In this455

way, the strength of the sediments is directly proportional to the effective pressure. For many456

parameter combinations, the effective pressure is lower (i.e. the till is likely weaker) in the457

upstream part of the margin, where the drainage system is distributed, than far downstream458

where the hydrologic system is channelized. In the immediate vicinity of the transition point,459

the effective pressure drops precipitously and, after the transition, the growth of the channel460

may require one to twenty kilometers for the effective pressure to increase beyond that of the461

distributed system.462

A mechanism for preventing a shear margin from migrating laterally through channel-463

ized subglacial hydrology is presented in Perol et al. [2015], which contains a similar sub-464

glacial system to the Creyts and Schoof [2009] hydrologic system utilized by Kyrke-Smith465

et al. [2013, 2015] to obtain stable shear margins. In this paper, we have deliberately avoided466

lateral drainage but note that it could be easily incorporated as a drainage sink that will likely467

depend on the drainage configuration. A freezing till mechanism for stable shear margins is468

postulated by Jacobson and Raymond [1998], Schoof [2012], and Haseloff et al. [2015], but469

we do not delve into a frozen fringe description [Rempel et al., 2004; Rempel, 2008, 2009].470

Rather, we summarize the basic mechanism by which a channel can lock a shear margin. In471

a (y, z)-cross-section across a shear margin the till is frozen under the ridge and shearing un-472

der the stream [Schoof , 2004; Perol et al., 2015]. Thus, the transition between frozen and473

deforming till is analogous to the tip of a mode-III (tearing) crack, where there is a stress474

concentration at the transition point [Rice, 1967, 1968; Schoof , 2004]. If the stress at the475

transition point is larger than the till yield stress, the failed till region will advance and the476

ice stream will widen. An R-channel provides a mechanism to lock the margin in place by477

strengthening the till and reducing the stress concentration below the yield stress of the till478

[Perol et al., 2015; Meyer et al., 2016; Platt et al., 2016].479
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While we use data from the southern Bindschadler shear margin, the development of480

temperate ice and the formation of subglacial channels are general results that can be applied481

to any active shear margin that is underlain by till of low permeability and not controlled by482

topography. Two examples of locations where our results may be insightful are the eastern483

shear margin of Thwaites Glacier [MacGregor et al., 2013; Schroeder et al., 2013, 2016] and484

the margins of Whillans Ice Stream [Anandakrishnan et al., 1998; Suckale et al., 2014; Perol485

et al., 2015]. Using radar backscatter data, Peters et al. [2005] find a sharp transition in bed486

reflectivity across the Dragon margin on the Whillans Ice Stream, which they interpret as an487

abrupt change in subglacial hydrology, consistent with the Perol et al. [2015] model. On the488

other hand, Raymond et al. [2006] do not observe a significant jump in bed reflectivity in the489

upstream region of the same Whillans shear margin. Similarly, MacGregor et al. [2013] do490

not see a large change in bed reflectivity across the eastern shear margin of Thwaites Glacier.491

They invoke distributed drainage as a possible mechanism, which may be indicative of an492

unstable margin.493

5 Conclusions494

In this paper we describe the coupled development of temperate ice and subglacial495

hydrology along an ice stream shear margin. We force our thermomechanical model using496

observed shear strain rates to compute the shear heating within the shear margin. We use a497

surface velocity field derived from Landsat 7-8 satellite imagery [Gardner et al., 2018] to498

obtain high-resolution strain rate data along the southern Bindschadler shear margin, from499

which we compute the shear heating along the margin. In our thermomechanical model, we500

use an enthalpy formulation to compute the englacial ice temperature in both the cold region,501

where the ice is below the melting point, and the temperate zone. Meltwater generated in502

the temperate zone flows through the porous ice, driven by gradients in the englacial effec-503

tive pressure, and enters a subglacial hydrologic system. At the upstream end of our domain,504

the subglacial system is distributed and the effective pressure is low. Downstream of where505

the temperate zone emerges, the englacially sourced water initiates a channel and the high506

effective pressure in the channel strengthens the sediments and locks the margin in a stable507

configuration. In this way, our model shows that ice stream shear margins develop temperate508

ice downstream and their lateral migration is stabilized by channelized drainage.509

The development of subglacial hydrology along the shear margin, i.e. the transition510

from distributed to channelized drainage shows that shear margins are not uniformly sus-511
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ceptible to lateral migration. Appealing to the stability mechanism of Perol et al. [2015],512

the portions of the margin where there is a distributed subglacial system are more likely to513

migrate than where there is a channelized drainage. This is visible in Figure 2: the upper514

part of the southern Bindschadler shear margin is diffuse whereas the downstream margin is515

straight, well-defined, and shear strain rate increases downstream. Additionally, MacGregor516

et al. [2013] propose that the hydrology below the eastern shear margin of Thwaites Glacier517

may be a distributed system due to the small change in bed reflectivity, which could make the518

margin susceptible to lateral migration.519

Furthermore, when a temperate zone develops in a shear margin it remains for a long520

time, even if the forcing is removed, because advection and diffusion are processes with521

timescales on the order of 10 kyr. Thus, even though new melt will not be produced after522

the stagnation of an ice stream, water will continue to drain from the temperate ice in the523

shear margin to the bed. Vogel [2004] observe channelized flow in the margin of the stag-524

nated Kamb Ice Stream, which is potentially sourced from relic temperate ice within the mar-525

gin. This does not rule out water piracy as a mechanism for stagnation [Alley et al., 1994;526

Anandakrishnan and Alley, 1997] but rather highlights the importance of hydrology in shear527

margins.528
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